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1. Binary ode words from the ode f000; 010; 101; 110; 111g are sent over a binary symmetri

hannel (BSC) with ross-over probability p = 0:02. Deode using the maximum likelihood deoding

rule the following words: 001, 011 and 001.

2. Let a memoryless binary hannel have hannel probabilities p

00

= 0:8 and p

11

= 0:9, where p

ij

is the probability that j is reeived when i is sent. Suppose the ode words being sent over this

hannel are from the binary ode f000; 100; 110; 011; 111g. Deode the words 001, 010 and 101 with

the use of the maximum likelihood deoding rule.

3. Consider a binary ode C = f010; 110; 101g.

a. Use the nearest neighbour deoding rule to deode the reeived word 000.

b. Let our hannel be binary and memoryless with the probabilities p

00

= 0:2 and p

11

= 0:5.

Deode the reeived word 000 using the maximum likelihood deoding rule.

4. Deode using the nearest neighbour deoding rule for the binary ode

C = f10110; 11000; 10100; 10011; 11011g

the reeived words 00000, 00011, 01101, 01111 and 10011.

5. Use the nearest neighbour deoding rule to deode for the ternary ode

C = f01122; 10021; 20210; 22200g

the reeived ode words 00122, 12001, 20111 and 22000.

6. Construt the inomplete maximum likelihood deoding (IMLD) table for the binary ode

C = f000; 010; 101; 110; 111g.

7. Find the number of binary (n; 2; n)-odes, n � 2, where for a (n;m; d)-ode n is the length of

the word, m the size of the ditionary and d the distane of the ode.

8. Consider the binary repetition ode of length 6 sent over a binary symmetri hannel whih has

symbol error probability p. Find the word error probability of the ode.

9. Consider q-ary (3;m; 2)-odes, where q � 2. Find the range whih m may take.

10. Let A

q

(n; d) represent the largest value of m suh that there exists a q-ary (n;m; d)-ode. Find

A

q

(n; 1) and A

q

(n; n). Then �nd A

q

(3; 2) for any integer q � 2.

11. Find the upper bound of m for the q-ary (q + 1;m; 3)-ode.

12. Consider a balaned blok (b; v; r; k; �)-design, where b is the number of subsets B

i

of a set S

of v elements, eah point appears in exatly r bloks, eah blok omprises exatly k points, and

eah pair of points ours together in exatly � bloks. Here B

i

are all bloks, and S is said to

ontain v varieties. Show that bk = vr and r(k � 1) = �(v � 1)

13. A permutation of a set S is a one-to-one mapping from S to itself. Two q-ary odes are said to be

equivalent to eah other if one an be obtained from the other by permutation of the positions of the

ode, or permutation of the symbols appearing in a �xed position, or any ombination of both. Show

that the binary odes C

1

= f00100; 00011; 11000; 11111g and C

2

= f00000; 01101; 10110; 11011g

are equivalent. Then show that the ternary ode C

3

= f012; 120; 201g is equivalent to the ternary

repetition ode of length 3, C

4

= f000; 111; 222g.

14. Prove that a sphere of radius r in F

n

q

, 0 � r � n, ontains exatly

�

n

0

�

+

�

n

1

�

(q � 1) + � � �+

�

n

r

�

(q � 1)

r

vetors.
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